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PREFACE 

Noise reduction and suppression is a subject of extremely wide-

spread interest and a tremendous volume of literature exists concern-

ing it. The more limited subject of the reduction of impulse noise has 

largely been approached from the point of view of the suppression of impul

sive radio interference. Some effort has been put forth in attempts to re

duce the amplitude of this interference below the amplitude of the signal, 

but this effort has been concentrated in that part of the radio receiver 

near the antenna" Few attempts have been made to reduce the amplitude of 

impulse noise or to mitigate the effects of impulse in the purely audio 

section of an audio system8 With one exception, such work as has been done 

in this area has been concerned with limiting the noise amplitude to the 

maximum signal amplitude~ This one exception is the work of Mr~ D. To N. 

Williamson" This study is an attempt to improve his time gate and to show 

that its use may be extended from the gating of impulse noise due to record 

surface .damage tb gating any impulse noise which has a frequency spectrum 

wider than that of the si~nala 

Indebtedness is acknowledged to Dr. Herbert L. Jones for his guidance 

and encouragement; <Mr,. Paul A. ~cCollum :j;or his assistance in. regard to 

certain circuit features; and tb M~, ~. H. Scott, Maynardj Massachusetts 

and Mr. D. T. N. Williamson, Edinbur!h, England for information concerning 

their circuits and for their kind ef:tbrts to help in this study" 
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CHAPTER I 

!NTRODUC'rION 

The problem of noise reduction appears in practically all electronic 

systems. How much of a problem it is depends upon the signal and noise 

power levels and the system requirements as to the signal-to-n.oise ratio. 

The higher the noise level, the lower the signal level and, the more 

stringent the signal•to-noise requ'.ltements, the more difficult the systam 

design becomes in respect to noise. Audio systems are one group of elec

tronic systems in which this problem is of importance _and one in which 

the problem appears in all degree~. For the purposes of this thesis an 

audio system may be defined as "A transmission channel originating with 

some source of audio-frequency int'¢1ligence and terminating with some 

electroacoustic_ transducer, such as a loudspeaker." To some extent the 

noise problem involves the response of the human ear. But to extend the 

definition of the tran_smission channel to include the path- from the trans

ducer to the .ear would _allow the inclusion of noise originating in this 

area. While the sound of a woman's voice during the playback of Beethoven.' s 

Ninth Symphony may be considered noise, such consideration i_s outside the 

subject of electronics and beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Noise may be considered as any system-output power which t.ends to 

interfere with the use of the applied signal, with _the exception of harmonics 

and intermodulation products. (1). Noise, therefore, is due to spurious 

signals originating within the system, but not to distortions resulting 

1 
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from system nonlinearities, though it may be modified by these system 

characteristics. There are extremes to the infinite variation of noise 

allowed by this definition. At one extreme is low-level noise which 

covers the whole frequency-spectrum of interest in the system under study 

and which is of equalamplutude at all frequencies. This is sometimes 

referred to as "white" or "background" noise. ( 2). 

The reduction of relatively low-level background noise has been 

achieved more or less successfully by various means. It is reduced at 

its source by the use of low noise components, better recording media 

(the replacement of shellac by vinyl plastic in records) and by proper 

design methods. It may be attenuated in the system by the use of 

noise-suppression circuits of a nonlinear nature. The circuits used 

are not based upon any principle of recognition and elimim.tion of the 

noise itself, but upon certain characteristics of human hearing. These 

characteristics make it possible to eliminate, or at least attenuate, 

all low-level signals (including the low-level audio signal being 

transmitted) without introducing new and more objectionable noise and 

distortion. 

The principle of considering the response characteri.stics of the 

ear as the eventual receiver of the audio signal has only rarely been 

applied to the problem with which this thesis is concerned, •• the atten-

uation of impulse noise. From this point of view, the most general 

problem is not that of reducing impulse noise, but that of reducing or 

modifying it so as to be as unobjectionable as possible. Of course, if 

complete filtering of impulse noise without modification of the audio 

signal were possible, that would be the perfect solution, But, insofar 

as this may be impossible, filtering and modification in light of the 
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characteristics of the ear will lead to the optimum soluti6n. Fortu-

nately, it is possible to almost co~plete:1¥ :filter impulse noise, but 

even so, the characteristics of human hearing indicate why it is neces-

sary to do so. 

In ord:er to design a suitable iuter it is necessary to determine 

the characteristics (amplitude~ ftequ~ncy and time) of the most conunon 

types of noise and how these charactet:istics are m?dified t>Y the trans"' 

mission channel. Though system nonlin.earities do ~ot contfibute to the 

noise they do modify it, usually for t~e worse. It is pos.ible to filter 

radio noise in the radio frequency:&t intermediate trequen<:y stages of 

a superheterodyne receiver~ But as it is the purpo,e of thi$ study 

to design a single filter 'krhich will be useful for 411 irhpti.lse noises 
i 

that 1I\.1Y enter any ~udio transm:i.ssie>n ~hannel; and ~,s the audio ampl:l

fication stage i.s conunon to all s.udio transmission c;:hanneU, the filter 

will be placed in the audio-atnpiif:!leati.c:m stage. · Tl:!,eref'ore, modificat:t:bns 

of the impuls~ noise by stages prior t:o the audio ari\plifiet will have 

to be taken into account. 

There are two principal type~ bf aµdio systems 4nd a type of im-
. . . 

' . . 
pulse noise more or less chatat:t!!!rUticei to each. Ol').e of the systems 

involves'the radio-frequency t:tafiStrti~§:1.q~ e>f the intelligefl.ce. Impulse 

noise is .introduced into this syhein ~t t;he receiving antenna and is. 

the result .of electrical disehatge i:h thunderstorms (~feriU), automo-,, 

bile ignition radiation and othe:t radio-irequency noi$e so"'1,rces. The 
' 

first of these is the most commoih and botihersome and :will be considered 

here at length. The second system i.il.volv'.es the record.ing ~nd playback 
'· \. 

of audio sig~als. Impulse noise he;~ is ~he result o:f; imperfections 

in the recording media, dirt on the recor4 surface or damage to the 

recording. The latter colilrtlortly t~kes the form of scratche.s on a 

.. , 
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record surfacee This source of noise will also be considered as typicaL 

Assuming that everything else is constant, the amount of interfer

ence which may be tolerated arid) therefore, the necessary signal-to-noise 

ratio~ depends upon the audio signal being transmitted and the use for 

which it is intended. When .the transmission of voice conununications is 

involved and intelligibility is all that is demanded, considerable noise 

may be tol.etated. On the other hand, any audible noise may be consider

ed objectionable or, in the extreme, intolerable in the reproduction of 

music, The noise hwel in the first case is usually of much greater 

amplitude and repetition rate than in the second, and the same noise

suppression circuit proves us~ful in both cases. The filter or noise

suppressor circuit arrived at could qe called an amplitude-sensitive, 

frequency-triggered time g,te. 



CHAPTER II 

IMPULSE NOISE 

Atmospheric No:l.ae 

The t.wo types of impulse noise to be herein considered as typical 

(static and record cU.cka) are .also the moat familiar. While most peo

ple m~~ely mutter to themaelvea when radio atat:1.c is heard.and either 

bear :Lt .with aome :Lrr:l.tat:1.on or turn off the radio, :Lt is a real and 

immediate problem to tho1e who have to communicate by radio; the m:Ll:1.tary, 

aviation indu1try, and t:ho1e adverthera whoae pubU.c hat: decided that 

a good book 11 preferable to 1tatic. 

The 1ource of mo1t 1tati~ ii electromagnetic radiation .orig:l.nat:Lns 

from electrical di1chargH. 'W.:Lthin .and from that type of cumulon:l.mbui> 
,. 

clou4 known as a 'thunder1torm. These d:l.lchargea are referred to as atmoll,. 

pheric!I or "afer:Lca'.'. When thia rad:l.at:1.on itdp:l.nsea upon an antenna, 

that part which falls within th•.b•ndw:Ldth oi, the receiver connected to 

that antenn.a ii. amplified and dUtorted b1 the receiver and ul t:1.mat.ely 
I ' ' 

givea rile at the apeaker to audio ti.bile or t11tatic. The foll.ov:Lng d:La

cuuion ii 11:rsely a 1ummary of 1ev1rai' of tije publ:l.1hed ~rt:l.clea of 

Mr. s. v. C, Atya C,, 4, $) ot the Un:L\t,ent't:i e>t Poona; Poona, India. 

Thunder,to~a are of widely :var:f.~nt type~~ th~ characteriltica of 

any one depending upon the · loQatia~, t:l.me. of year a,nd many variables of 

weather. 
. . , I '· 

Each 1,s·a highly dynainb phenomena which phaaes of buildup, 

maturity and decay. The electtl. .oai d:l.achargea associated with them. may 



also be expec,ted to be variableo Any analysis and general discussion 

of the storms and the associated phenomena must be of a more or less 

statistical nature lllld carried orl in tirms of median values of the par

ameters involved. Aiya refers to these as typical or "Idealized sta

tistically valid representation(s)". A distinction may be made between 

two typical types of discharge, intracloud and cloud-to-ground. 

When the electrical field in a cloud exceeds the disruptive 

strength of the dialectric, an electrical discharge occurs with result

ant visible radiation called a tightning flash. At the peak of its ac

tivity a storm may radiate well in excess of ten flashes per minute. A 

typical flash consists of four strokes. Each stroke probably starts 

with a pilot streamer which travels with a speed of approximately 107 

6 

centimeters per second and establishes an ionized path for the rest of 

the stroke. (6). This is followed by a leader streamer, herein referred 

to as a leader, which travels at approximately 109 centimeters per sec

ond. Following the leader is a recoil of low intensity and long dura

tion when the discharge occurs in the ,cloud ·~nly. When the discharge 

is to ground, there is a return stroke of g~eat intensity and short 

duration in place of the recoil occurring in the intraaioud discharges. 

All leaders in intracloud discharges are discontinuous and consist 

of a number of steps following one another in time sequenc~. Each step 

in such a stepped leader is of short duration, normally lasting less 

than one microsecond, A step is a high-intensity discharge over a dis

tance of from 40 to 100 meters · traveling from the end of the previous 

step to the head of the pilot ' strearne~. The rate of change of current 

in such a step has been estimated as high as 1010 amperes per secon~. 

The step path acts as a radiatinS dipole ~.n free space. The 
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growth of current during the discharge in a step gives rise to the radia

tion of an impulse, and the series of steps in a stepped leader therefore 

radiates a train of impulses. This radiation from leaders within the 

cloud is largely limited to frequencies above 2.5 megacycles per sapond. 

Aiya (5) has theorized that the ionized region through which.the dis

charge takes place forms a pocket within a negatively charged cloud, 

and that this pocket acts as a waveguide with a cutoff frequency of 

2 .. 5 megacycles per second and is responsible for the limitation of the 

radiation spectrum. The recoil is of long duration and low intensity 

and therefore radiates little significant power at radio frequencies. 

Ordinarily, s.trokes originate in the negatively charged regions of 

the cloud and involve a length of one kilometer. 1f[2 times this 

length remains ionized after each stroke and the process continues, one 

.stroke following another to the center of the negatively charged r~~ion. 

This involves a distance of three kilometers. Thus, a typical intra

cloud flash may be expected to consist of four strokes and the stepped 

leader of each stroke to be composed of from ten to fifteen steps. The 

process varies largely, and, in rare instances, ,as many as twenty-eight 

strokes have been observed. (7). 

Figure 1 is that given by Aiya (3) for the time relations of a 

typical flash made up of four strokes .. The strokes (and therefore the 

stepped leader) are separated by 0 .. 04 seconds, and the leaders consist 

of steps of less than one microsecond duration separated in time by 74 

microseconds. The actual time taken by the radiated interference is 

less than forty microseconds. Why such a short duration .of noise should 

cause the great interference-effect observed .will be discussed later. 
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Figure i-

Typical Time Relations in an Intracloud Flash 

Wh~n the cloud base-to-ground dist~nce is of tqe order of 2,2 kil-

ometers, conditio'ns are favorable for a cloud-to-ground stroke. The 

fuechanism of such a stroke differs somewhat from that of an intracloud 

stroke, and the radiation, therefore, also differs. 

Generally, in cloud-to-ground discharges~ only the first leader is 

stepped and the recoil or return stroke is of great intensity and of 

short duration. The leaders subsequent to the first leader are not 

stepped and are often referred to as "dart" leaders. Aiya (5) says; 

The return stroke, the recoil and unstepped portion of the dart leaders 
do not radiate any significant power tn the short and medium wavebands,. 
It follows that the steps in the stepwed leaders are the principle 
sources of noise in the short and medium wavebands. 

The cloud-to-ground leader takes place in three phases, not all of 

which are necessarily present. The three phases correspond to the dis-

charge through three regions of the cloud and the volume bet-Ween it and 

the ground. These regions are illustrated in Figure 2. ( 5), 

Stage one of the cloud-to-ground stroke fakes place in the nega-

8 
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tively charged portion ot ihe cloµd ;m4 is the same as the intracloud 

discharge descr.ibed above. 

In stage two the stroke progresses through the positively charged 

lower section of the cloud and the ~it below the cloud. The steps are 

longer here, lasting up to 2.1 microseconds. The discharge "pocket" 

exists in a region of positive ions an~evidently does not have the 

waveguide characteristi.cs pf the pocket in the negatively charged vol-

ume, as there is considerable ~d:1.ation below 2.5 megacycles in the 

medium wavelength spectrum, 

Stage three tak~s place in the uncharged free air directly above 

the ground. The resistivity of the air is higher here than in the 

charged regions above. The rat~ of cb~nge of current in the steps is 

much lower (1/10 of that above) ,and the st'~s and the intervals between 

them are shorter. In leaders subsequent to 'the first, this stage and 

most of stage two are absent; tl;i.at is, the leaders subsequent to the 

first are dart leaders having no steps in these regions. 

When the base of the cloud is muqh lower than 2.2 kilometers, all 

or most of stage.two and all of stage three are missing. Therefore, 

stage two contributes most .of the ~edi~m wavelength noise, and that is 

contributed principally on the first s~roke. A typical flash from the 

base of a low cloud to the ground wo1,1lq have the time diagram shown in 

figur1;1 3 . as g~ven by Aiya. ( 5!,). M:o$t of the noise is in the first 

stroke which lasts longer than !:ltroke$ of intrac16ud; .. flashes," 

A1ya bases ~ost of this theory upon the data and theory presented 
"' 

in various publi~ations during the 19,;0 1 s by Schonfield and his co

workers. The 111echanhms invo1ved are not fully understood, and other 

thec:,ries have been presented. Notably, Bruce l;l,Iid Gol4e (7) rejected 
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Schonfield's theory that strokes subs1;quent to the first travel from 

deeper within th~ cloud to the origin of the previous stroke and then 

over the previot1,s stroke's II aged" or partially deionized path. They 

adv!;!.nced the idea that original pp.th remains fully ionized, and that 

strokes subsequent to the first are from othe~ charge centers within 

the cloud to the orig:tn of the first stroke an,d then over its ionized 

path to the ground. 

In any even1;:, the th~ory :Ls des1,.gned to explain observed data 

which include.s the electromagnetic radiations in the medium and short 

wav~bandso These radiations remain the same and are typically as shown 

in the figures~ it1.d!:!pendent of the theory of their origin. Any given 

flash may vary considerably from the typical. Large numbers of strokes 

may occur in a U?sh, but the reh.t:Lve frequency of occurrence dimin-

ishes as the nu~per of strokes increases. 

11 I 1111 11 i 

n 
f : '. \ 

Typic?l, Flash 
0.2 sec~ 

n 
1 1 [ 

I. I 

millise9onds 

F:lgµre :,··: 

n 
I I I 

i 

L~ader 
Strokes 

I Impulse f (Steps) 

Radiation from Stage II of·a C~oud-to-Ground Flash 
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Noise Modificatid~ by the Superheterodyne Receiver 

A radio receiver may be considered essentially a bandpass filter. 

This viewpoint is exemplified by Mr. B. T. Newman's (8) definition of 

the ideal receiver • 

. " ••• Terminus of a coIIllllunications system which employs a transmission 
medium wherein there exists an extremely large number of unrelated .sig
nals combined with an overwhelmingly large variety of interference. The 
prime function i.s to filter from this confusion one particular signal 
and decode it in a form understandable to the observer or listener. 
Ideally, the receiving antenna feeds a rectangular filter suitably lo
cated in the frequency domain and having an acceptance .characteristic 
exactly suited to the desired signal. The filter is terminated in a de
coding device which will ignore all perturbations caused by co-existance 
of interferenc.e in the filter. The decoding device output should be an 
exact replica of the original intelligence encoded at the transmitter." 

Unfortunately, even the most well-designed receivers depart greatly 

from this ideal. Impulse noise, which could be clipped after passage 

through an ideal receiver and retain little energy in infinitesimal 

pulses with fundamental frequencies far above the range of human hear-

ing, is so modified by an actual receiver that the decoding function is 

often incapable of presenting a useable facsimile of the original intell-

igenceo This is a result of signal modification within the receiver 

due to several receiver characteristics. 

( 1) Oscillatory circuitry~ The IF and RF amplifiers of the receiver are 

coupled by oscillatory circuits, and any high-amplitude impulse triggers 

them into a decaying oscillation. It has been shown that, as a result:: 

of this, the impulsive signal delivered to the detector is a function of 

the tran.smission characteristics of the receiver viewed as a filter and 

the total impulsive energy only. It is independent of the bandwidth, 

duration or shape of the pulse as long as the pulse duration is shorter 

than the receiver bandwidth. (9)~ The final duration of the impulse at the 



det~ct,;:,r is inversely proportional to the (:l.mplifier bandwidth, while the 

amplitude is directly proportional to the receiver bandwidth. (9). Thus, 

the time integrar of the p~lse pow~r output is independent of the receiver 

bandwidth. 

( 2) Amplifier N;mlinearities: A.rpplifier and circuit nonlinearitie.s 

cau.se intermodµl,tion of the pu\se nohe and the signal. Limiting of 

the noise pulse late in the cirqui{i cannot remove this distortion from 

the signal. For reasons of sta~Uity, the iµ-put to the filter i_s of 

wide bandwidth. (8). Int.erfe:i:ence o~tsi'de the frequency spectrum of the 

de1;1ired signal t;herefore enters the receiverand mixes and intermodulates 

witp the signal~- thus increas:1,.p.~ the .e£fecti'7e distortion without the 

fuU power of th·e noise J?assing·'through the receivler~ n 
, I 

The amplit4c;le of the noise,pulses may be sufficient to cause grid

limiting and plate-s~turat:J.on in the various amplifiers of the receiver.· 

.Dur:(,.ng the recov19,ry time of these ci'.l;'cuits, the signal level is depressed 

and thie7;e_ is a :,;esultant loss or signal, even though no noise is present. 

( 8),. This may b~ of considerabl.e importance in the audio amplifier where 

griq current charges the interstage-coupling capacitors, with the result 
; 

bei~g that a staae. .may -demain cqt off for a considerable period of time. 

(3) Detector No#.,linearitiei;;: The diode detector used in most receivers 

is 4 nonlinear d111vice .with the transfer characteristics of Figure :ll- • (9) • 
.. 

The petector disi·riminate1;5 against low-level. signals; that is, hig\1-ampli

tud~ signals are attenuated less than low-amplitude signals. (9). When 

the '.J!lOise is of \pwer ampl:(.tude than the signal, the result is an increase 

of the signal-to,1'11-oise ratio ~t some cost in fidelity. But when the 

nois, is of high 1mplitude, the noise is attenuated less than the signal, 



and the signal-to-noise ra~io i;u:l;feJ;"s·accordi"Q.g;ly. The curvature of 

the transfer c'p.a;-acteristic is the greatest for low signals, so the 

effect, is wars~ ~here it can least be afforded. 

Voltage in 

· Figure 4·· 

Diode Transfer Characteristics 

14 

Almost all receivers are equippec;l with an automatic volume-control 

(AVC) circt;iit in order that the carrier-amplit~de be kept relatively 

constant at the detector. The RC tilter netwo~k in the detector circuit 
' 

is then dehgried to av.pid amplitude-clipping of the modulating signal., 

This is achieved by making the filter time constant small enough so that 

the capacitor can diseparge from t~e peak voltaie of one carrier wave to 

that of the next when the peak valµei; of the varrier voltage are decreas ... 

ing at the greatest rate. This:oc~ti.rs when the highest modulating 

frequency to be passed is at its ~pieatest · avera'e ampl;i.tude and an indi

vidual modulating waveform h decreasing; in in,tantaneous value through 

zero. The filter desi.gn equ~t:lon ts; 

1/RC = IIO\n ( 1) 

where mis the modulation ind~ an~ does not exceed one, and min is the 

highest modulating frequency to 'be fassed by thi receiver. (10). 



AVC circuits are slow-acting and individual noise pulses do not 

appreciably affect the .AVC action. The pulses are therefore of much 

greater amplitude than the maximum instantaneous signal voltage after 

detection. As a result, the pulses are lengthened in passage through 

the detector filter and, if they occur at a frequency or repetition 

rate much greater thah the maximum modulating frequency for which the 

filter is designed, the pulses are run together and form one long 

pulse .with ripple of the noise frequency riding it. 

(4) AVC Action: AVC circuits perform their function by feeding back a 

15 

control voltage to earlier stages in the receivera This control voltage 

is obtained by filtering the·audio-voltage output from the detector. 

A series of high amplitude pulses 11eed occupy only a very small propor

tion of any ti_me period in orlder to iadd significantly to the average 

control voltage. Sdc!h an increase o:t AVC voltage acts to decrease the 

receiver gain. (10)., It is probable that the pulse amplitude has already 

been limited by tube saturation, so the decre_ased gain has little or no 

effect upon the pulse amplitude reaching .the detector while the signal 

gain i's noticeably reduced., Thus, the AVC _action is such as to reduce 

the signal-to-noise ratio for impulse noise. 

The degree to which a pulse or series of pulses is modified in 

passage through a given receiver is, of course, dependent upon the de~ 

sign of the individu_al receiver. To some ext.ent, all of the distortions 

discussed above will apply. The result is that an individual pulse is 

considerably lengthened. The pulses radiated from a stepped leader are 

separ:ated in time by an average of 74 mi_croseconds. This corresponds to 

a fundamental frequency of 13,006 cyclei;; per second (1/74 x 106 ~ 13,000). 

Superheterodyne receivers are rarely desiirted for a modulating frequency 
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exceediµg 7,5,00 cycies per second. (11)~ The pulses of the stepped leader 

are therefore r1,l!l together into a $in91e pulse approximately ona .. milli

second long in the case of intracloud stepped .leaders and 2.1 millisec-

onds long for the. cloud-to-ground stepped leaders. If these pulses are 

regarded as cortesponding.to one-half a complete 100 percent modulated 

en'relopei, it foiiows I that the equivalent modulating frequencies will 

inc.lude ~00 or, .~50 cy~les per second ~nd their harmonics. Thus, pulses 

of ex:tt:erilely sh~rt dur,ation with fundamental frequencies in excess bf 

250 kc are rendered aqdible by the action of the receiving filter. 

Phonograph Record Noise 

Whqe impul$e not,se of radio ori~in is of extreme military and. 

co~ercia.l imporJancef that .which is experienced in music playback is 

of little importance except as an irritant to the listener. Many music 

lov,rs, hpwever, are more than slightly irritated, as a perusal of the 

letters-to-the-editor~ section of any of the magazines devoted to record 

reviews apd high fidelity will prove. The impulse noise experienced in 
' 

the playbfick of a dam,ged phonograph record is familiar to everyone and 
., 

is 11eferred to if terms of "cliiks", "pops" and other such onomatopoetic 
:, 

wor9~. 

Tho~gh of s~ort ~uration and taking only a minute portion of the 

play~ng l\:ime, these naises are extrem~ly annoying, and some people con

sider a record with bµt a few such noises to be unacceptable. The 

nois~s result fram immerfections in the record surface caused by dragging 
i' •L , 

some sha-.:p object across the record s1,1rface (more often than not, the 

play~.ack stylus)~ or t,he r~cord rubbing over a small particle embedded 

in t}:le t'~cord en'l.!~lopJ.- The imperfections are for the most part less 
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than 1/200th of an inch wide. 

The peripheral velocity with which the record passes under the stylus 

is lowest toward the center of the record where the circumference of the 

record groove is the smallest. Thirty-three and one-third rpm records are 

rarely re.corded to .within 2! inches of the center of the record,.. The 

peripheral velocity here is; 

v = r~~ 2nr = 8.7 inches per second (2) 

If the scratch or other surface imperfection is 1/200th of an inch wide, 

it lasts for; 

D T =;;; = 0.000575 seconds (3) 

where Dis the width of the scratch. This corresponds to a fundamental 

frequency of 1740 cps. 

The frequency spectrum of the electrical impulse resulting from 

the stylus passing .over such an imperfection is dependent upon the shape 

of the imperfection and upon the mechanical and electrical characteristics 

of the system made up of the record, the stylus assembly and the voltage 

generator to which the stylus is attached. The lowest frequency present 

can be no lower than the fundamental frequency corresponding .to the width 

of the deformation or imperfection in the record surface. Until worn down 

by repeated playings, the leading edge of the scratch caused by dragging 

a sharp object across the record surface is apt .to be rather abrupt. This 

results in concentration of the higher noise frequencies at the leading 

edge of the impulse. In any case, such damage often results in noise which 

is impulsive in nature and which contains significant power at frequencies 

beyond the rang.e of human hearing. 

The mechanical characteristics of the stylus assembly and .record 

material are rather involved. In general, they form a mechanically 

r 
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resonant system at the point of cont,J:1-ct. (12). In this mechanical system 

the mass of the styltjs assembly together with the record material displaced 

by the p~essure of tq! moving stylus :(.s analogous to inductance in an elec-

trical system. The stylus asse'.IIlbly is designed to return to a center posi-

tion when not under pressure .anc! the displaced record material tends to 

spring back against. pressure. · In mechanical systems this restoring force is 

referred to ... in terms .~f a spring deflection constant in units of force per 

unit displacement. (13). When speak~ng of stylus assemblies, it is more 

conµnon to use the reciprocal of this constant which is called compliance 

and ~hich is anal~gous to capacitance in electrical systems. 

The motion ot the system becomes mas•-controlled above the resonant 

frequency, and the output falls rapidly with increasing frequencies. 

High quality tra.neducers are designed with low moving .mass so that this 

reson~nce falls at as :high a frequency as possible and the resonance 
.I 

itseV is friction damped, Nevertheless, peaks up to 14 db or more at 
i 

frequencies exceeding 20 kc have been found in even .the best units. ( 14) .. 

A sh0:rp deformatipn in the .record surface will shock-excite the system with 

the result that th.ere will be a, con_siderable output from· the best quality 

trans~ucers at frequencies above 20 kc. This is above the normal upper 

limit, of human hea,ring, and only one re::ording co111pany claims to record 
,: 

frequencies above 20 kc.. (15) •. -Therefore, any impulsive output at ,,, 

freq4encies exceeding this will be noise. 

Response of the Human Ear 

The audio syatem output is intended to be hea,rd by human ears. If 

it il\l impossible ;o completely filter out impulse noise, then the a:l'm 

shou*d be a type ~f filtering which results in the least irritating 
1: 
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noise and sm~llest loss of intelligibility. The characteristics of the 

hearing mechanism are therefore of some interest when designing such a 

filter. 

At the relatively high audio frequencies contained in the pulses 
" 

in which we are interested~ the ear acts in accordance with the approxi-

mate logarithmicity of the Webler-Fechner law of sensation intensity; 

that is, a seeming linear increase in loudness requires a logarithmic 

increase in the actual sourtd intensity. (16). In this manner the ear is 

capable of sensing a tremendous range of sound intensities exceeding 

130 db at 1,000 cps without overloading, This may be due to the manner 

in which sound vibrations are transmitted through the middle ear by the 

small bones therein. As the actuating force transmitted to these bones 

by the eardrum increases~ their stiffness or resistance to motion also 

increases. Moreovers the recovery time of these bones is large. As a 

result~ the ear acts as an integrating device for sounds of short duration 

and remains relatively insensitive to low-level sounds for some time after 

a pulse is over. Pollock (17) states; 

The recent experimental literature on the aftereffects of auditory stimu
lation show that the threshold changes are obtained for intervals many 
times the critical duration of 55 milliseconds even for moderate, •• inten
sity SOl!.1!1!1lGS, 

The critical duration referred to above by Mr. Pollock is another 

auditory phenomena; that of the seeming persistence of a sound for a per-

iod after the sound has been terminated. Again, quoting Mr. Pollock (17); 

After a sound is terminated there are aftereffects of excitation of the 
auditory system which persist in time. The various methods (of investi
gation) all point to an estimate of about 55 milliseconds for the dura
tion of the persistence of auditory sensation. 

One result of these hearing characteristics is that.the seeming 

loudness of an impulse noise is much greater than what might be expected 
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from: the actual pqlse powero But, tlhere is another result which is 

advantageouso ~v~n though the d~ration of an impulse noise is magnified 

by the persistenc, of auditory sensat;:ion, complete silences of short 

duration are hidd~n by the persistence o.f. sensation of the desired Sig
.! ..... 

nal. Due to this and "to the great redundancy of human language and 

-music, a consider~fl>le po.rt.ion of a communication may be blanked out 

without loss of information if the blanking periods are considerably 

less than 55 mUHsecon<;l.s ~n duration. The only real loss would be 

if the blankiQg pulse cQ:ltr1,cided .with a signal transient~ 

Tlhe auditory persistence i.i; a decaying phenomena, and the rate of 

decay seems to be logarithimic in nature. Therefore, the original 

sound intensity s,emingly pers:f,,sts for a much short.er time than 55 

milliseconds, Mr. D .. a;. N. Williamson states that interruptions are not 

noticeable, provid¢d that the .J;.ime does not exceed 300 microseconds. ( 18). 

Experiments by this author witl\ mag:n1etic recording tape have shown that 

a barely discernabie effeat is present when blank tape of three milli-

second,s duratio:p.· ta insertied ··:IJQ, prere6orded tapes. It would seem that 

one millisecond ~hould. be a sutlicbntly short blanking periqd so as to· 

be practically urmoticeable, ~d that longer periods of silence, though 

not noticeable~ would be pref~ab1e to the noise that is panked. 



CHAPTER III 

NOISE FILTERS 

Any number of filters have been designed for the specific purpose of 

suppressing or limiting impulse noise in superheterodyne receivers. 

Few have be.en strictly designed for use in .audio amplifiers. 

Filter Types 

Filters are commonly thought of as acting in the frequency domain. 

With greater generality 9 circuits which act selectively on the pi3-rameters 

of amplitude and time may also be considered as filters operating in the 

amplitude and time domains re.spectiv~ly. ( 19). Such circuits are more 

often referred to by other names; limiters, suppressors, coincidence 

amplifiers, etc .. The use of these particular names has perhaps tended 

to hide the essential relationships of the circuits involved. 

Such type-classification of filters into those that act in the fre= 

quency, amplitude and time domains is synthetic and ideaiized. Actual 

filters may combine aspects of t_wo or more of these types and may oper

ate in any combination of the domains simultaneously. It is interesting 

to note that the most frequently used type of filter, that in the fre

quency domain, is the one with which it is most difficult to approach the 

ideal,, 

Frequency filtering is most effective where the undesired pertur

bations are confined. to a relatively narrow ;frequency-spectrum or where 

21 
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they exist at the extremes of the frequency spectrum of the desired sig

nal. An idealized filter of this t~pe would have a frequency .. versus-ampli-

tude characteristrc similiar to that of Figure 5 where the frequencies 
·. /· 

between :1\ and f2 and those above bi '.":re ce>mpletely blocked, while the 

rest are passed without atte,uationo 

f1 
Frequency 

Figure 5 

Ideal Output Charact,ristics in the Frequency Domain Filter 

Aniplitude filtering i$ effe~tive where the noise is of a consider-

ably different amplitude than the ~ig~al. Its greaters use is in limiters 

and s.quelch circuits.q A filter of this type might have amplitude character-

istics such as those in Figure· El. Time filtering may be used .when t~e 

undesired perturbations are of interi;nittent duration and have a higher 

amplitude or wider frequency spectrum t~,an the signal. This is often 

referred .to as "gating''. A time filter has characteristics similiar to 

those of Figure . 7 ·. in whic}i. the sign~l is completely blo~ked during the 
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Ideal Output Charact~ristics 
Amplitude Domain Filter 
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I.deal Output Characteristics 
Time Domain Filter 

Radio N9is.e Filters 
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Radio noise filters, more often called limiters, are of two general 

types. (20). One operates in the amplitude domdn and i.s an amplitude 

limiter proper, limibirig the maximum output voltage to a value not appre-

ciably greater than some predeteri;µined level. The second acts in the 

time domain and operates as a gate, which, in effect, punches a hole in 

the signal by curring the system off for the time that the noi.se exceeds 

some predetermined level,. ( 20 ).,., In both cases, the best results are 

:Obtained when the action takes place early in the receiver circuit before 

the noise has had an opportunity to distort and lengthen in the circuitry. 

If placed in the first stage of the receiver, both types of limite.rs oper-

ating optimumly allow the same ~mp~itude of noise to pass through the 

receiver. The limiter allows noise up to the maxim~ modulating peak-to-

peak amplitude to pass, and the gate places a hole in the signa; with the 

same peak-to-peak value. This is so'I)'lewhat simplif:i,ed, and arguments in 

favor of each have been presented. In either case, the impulse noise 

passed through the receiver is not of sufficient amplitude to overload the 
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receiver or to be greatly modified by the receiver, and is of too low . ' •' 

duration (too high a fund~mental fr~quency) and ~mplitude to be bothersome. 

(21). 

Our problem, however, is the noi~e which is passed to the audio amqli

fication stages when the receiver either has no Hmiter circuit in the 

early stages or has an ineffective q,ne. Radio noise filters which are 

designed to operate i:µ and fo11owing the detector stage do fall within 

the scope of this thesis. 

The filters i:nost commonly used in and after the detector are the 
. ' 

series-diode and shunt-diode U:miteis. A simple embodiment of the series-

diodE:l ·limiter is shown in Figure 8~ ·, The (jiode plate is connected to 

the output of the detector and the cathode is connected to a voltage 

divider which biases the cathop.e negatively. The detector provides a 

signal riding a negative d-c voltage.. The voltage E is set by the poten-

tiometers and signals which drive the diode plate to a more negative volt-

age than E will n9t be passed by the diode, w).,.ich then ceases to conduct. 
' ' 

Many more soph:t$ticated versions of this circuit are available ... (22). 

The most commonly used is one in which the output from the detector is 

filtered by a relatively long tivie-constaht circuit to provide the biasing 

voltage. It is then possible to set the limiting voltage at the value of 

the maximum carrier voltage ~md to obtain the maximum noise limitation 

possible without clipping the signal. In cases where the average carrier 

modu,liation is low and clipping may be tolerated, the limiting voltage is 

set lower with resultant high distortion on signal peaks. 
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I 

Figure 8: 

Series Diode Limiter 

The shunt-diode limiter of Figµre 9: operates in much the same manner, 

except that the diode is in shunt -with the output and limits by conduction 

rather than by cutoff. The dio<;le l?l?te is biased at the limiting voltage. 

Any time that the negative value of the detector output exceeds the voltage 

E, the diode conducts~ causing ~ny signal voltage in excess of the bias 

voltage to be dropped across the series resistor R1. The bias or limiting 

voltage, E, may also be derived from the carrier voltage for this circuit. 

E-

1 1 

• E 

I 

Figv:re 9 · 

Shunt-Diode Limiter 
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There are triode variations of these circuits which decrease the 

loading effects upon the detectpr while at the same time providing gain~ 

but the essential operation is the same and pro;:tctically all limiters oper-

ate on thes.e principles. Theire is one interesting .variation of the shunt 

limiter which operates as a gate in ~he time domain rather than merely 

limiting the noise., This is the circuit of Fiiure 10 due to. Ao A. Gerlach. 

( 19) 0 

r 
R2 

l 
E1 R3 Eo 

R 

, 1, I 

Fig~re Jo 

Shunt Triode Limiter 

In this circuit, the. resistances R2 and R3 are much larger than 

the resistance of the tµbe when the grid voltage is above cutoff. The 

grid i.s biased either as shown ~r by the AVC voltage so that the tube is 

curoff for voltages up to the maxim~m peak signai developed across R3 of 

the voltage divider made up of R2 ~:pd R3. A positive pulse of noise 

exceeding the maximum signal drives the grid positive, and the tube resis-

tance drops to a low value. For the duration of the pulse, practically 

the entire signal is dropped across Ri and no output is developed across 

R3. The original noise pulse is entirely eliminated and another pulse 

is introduced in the ~orm of a hole in the signalo Thus, this circuit 



generates a pulse equal in ampli.tude to the instantaneous signal voltage 

at the time of the noise, while shunt' and series limiters, if operated for 

maximum limitation with minimum distortion, allow a portion of the noise 

equal to the maximum peak-to-peak to pass. Using amplitude-probability 

functions and the standard deviation curve, Gerlach (19) has shown that 

the no:i,se-power output from this circuit is 1/5 of that from a peak 

limiter. 

None of the.se circuits will, limit or suppress noise of a lower 

amplitude than the peak-signal amplitude without distorting the signal. 

They will considerably reduce high-amplitude impulse noise, but can do 

nothing to mitigate the effects of the noise on the operation of the 

previous stages. Furthermore, the impulse noise from a phonograph record 

:Ls, more often thari not, of lower amplitude than the loudest passages of 

the music recorded, and sq. Fannot be gated by circuit of this 'type which 

are triggered by the over-all amplitude of the noise. 

Audio Noise Suppressors 

Only three types of noise sqppressors have been specifically 

designed for operation in audio circuits. Oddly enough, each operates in 

its strict suppression action in a different domain (frequency, time or 

amplitude), and each is either fed from or controlled by a filter operating 

in a different domain than the suppressor. All three were originally 

designed for the suppression of phonograph noise only. 

The first of these in a historic,;11 sense operates in the frequency 

domain and i.s the only one to enjoy any considerable commercial success, 

having been marketed.as the Scott Dynural Noise Suppressor. (23). · The 

primary purpose of this circuit is the suppression of background noise 
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resulting from the motion of the pickup stylus across minor and almost 

continuous imperfections in the record material. This noise is concen

trated in the higher audio frequencies and is of sufficiently low ampli

tude to be completely masked by music in the louder passages. At lower 

levels, analysis of the threshold of hearing over the audio-frequency 

spectrum and the probable distribution curves of music frequencies 

shows that the higher frequencies contained in the music are inaudible. 

( 24). The record surface noise, however, is often far from inaudible. 

Therefore, the bandwidth of the playback equipment may then be restricted 

without reduction of the music but with considerable reduction of the 

noiseo Since a considerable portion of the energy contained in a noise 

impulse is concentrated in the upper frequencies, this circuit is also 

to some degree effective on low-level impulsive noises which may also be 

masked by the louder passages. Therefore, the operation of a simple 

version of this circuit will be investigated., 

This circuit, a simple version of which is shown in Figure Tl, 

acts as a variable low.,pass filter in the frequency domain, the cutoff 

frequency being determined by the signal amplitude integrated over a 

certain time. The circuit is an active four-terminal network consisting 

of a series and a shunt arm, each contributing infinite attenuation at 

a different frequency. The components of the series arm Cl and L1 are of 

fixed value and are designed to have a frequency of infinite attenuation 

higher than the highest useable audio frequency. The shunt arm consists 

of L2 and the reactance tube Vi with its associated circuitry. 
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Figure :ll 

Scott Noise Suppressor, A Variable Low Pass Filter 

The plate vqltage of the reactance tube appears across c2 and R0 

where Ro is the equivalent resistance between the tube grid and ground. 

The grid voltage is that part of the alternating-plate voltage which is 

dropped across Ro. The voltage across this resistance leads the plate 

voltage, and the plate current therefore leads the plate voltage. Thus, 

the tube and associated circuitry act a a parallel combination of re-

sistance and capacitance. It !llay be shown that the effective value of 

this capacitance, Ce, is (25). 

( 4) 

V1 is a variable mu pentode, and the effective capacitance of v1 

as a reactance tube changes directly with its transconductance, as may 

been seen fl:·om Equation 4. The audio signal voltage is rectified by v2 

and filtered by the RC circuit following it. The time constant of this 

RC filter is adjusted so that the n~gative d-c voltage output ~s a function 
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of slow-varying audio amplitudes but is insensitive to trans:j.ents. This 

d-c voltage biases the reactance tube. As the audio voltage decreases, 

the transconductance of the tube in~reases and so, in accordance with 

Equation 4, the equivalent capapitance also increases. The resonant 

frequency of.~ and the capacitance of the reactance tube drops, thus 

providing a lower cutoff frequency in the shunt arm of the filter net

work., Thus, the lower the signal level, the narrower the bandwidth of 

the circuit. For this reason the inventor calls this circuit a "fre

quency gating" circuit. (26)b 

It is obvious from the description of the circuit operation that 

only impulse noise of sufficiently low intensity to share the record 

surface-noise characteristic of being .masked by high-intensity signals 

is suppressed in any part of its frequency spectrum. The lower-frequency 

components of the noise are unaffected, and high-amplitude pulses are 

attenuated only in thei.r high-frequency components during .low-level 

passages. Thus, this circuit and its many variations are of very 

limited effectiveness i~ the suppression of impulse noiseo 

A second noise-reduction circuit operates in the amplitude domain 

and discriminates against all low-level signals by the use of the non

linear transfer-characteristic of two opposed diodes connected in para-

11el, as in Figure .12 ·.... (27).. It may be seen from reference to Figure 

.1.}: that the nonlinearity of the circuit transfer-characteristic is 

such that low-amplitude signals and the low-amplitude portions of high• 

amplitude signals are greatly attenuated. The resultant crossover-dis

tortion is eliminate.d to a larg:e degree by using a group of these cir,-· 

cuits in para11el, each being fed from one of a parallel group of .one

octave bandpass filters. The center frequencies of these filters are 
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separated by one octave so that the whole group passes the entire audio-

frequency spectrum. Each diode circuit feeds a one-octave bandpass fil-

ter.~ The second filter tends to filter out the crossover distortion which 

consists of frequencies higher than the passband of the filter. The 

high-amplitude audio signal is thus reformed .. This circuit is extremely 

effective in discriminating against nQise of lower amplitude than some 

predetermined value, and is completely ineffective '.in discriminating · 

against impulsive noise of high amplitude. 

i 
R 

Figure 12:: 

Low-Amplitude Rejection Circuit 

Figure 13 ·· 

Amplitude Cha-racterlstics of Diodes of Fig. 12: 



CHA'.PT~~ IV 

A .FILTER IN THE TIMli: DOMAIN 

The two filters (or "gates", a, th~ir inventor prefer to call 

them) presented at· th.e end of .the l~st chapter were not pres·ented in 

orde.r to prove that filters in the f°requency and time domains are in.-

effective against impulsive noise, but merely to show that the existent 

audio noise suppressors of these types are ineffective. This, of course, 

is not unexpected, As these filters were designed with a view toward 

noise of a completely different aspect than impulsive noise. However, 

these filters are bound to be ineffective against impulse noise of 

approximately the same amplitude as the signal,. It has been noted that 

filters in the frequency domain can discriminate against noise which is 

outside the frequency spectrum of the signal to be transmitted or against 

noise of narrow bandwidth within that spectrum., Neither criterion 

applies to impulse noise. Filters in the amplitude domain are effective 

against noise whi,ch is of greater or lesser amplitude than the signal, 

but they are obviously of little use .when there is little or no differ-

ence between .the signa~ and noise amplitudes. In many cases, limiting 

the impulse noise to the maximum signal amplitude may be sufficient. 

Impulse noise so limited may not impair the intelligibility of voice 

communications to a great extent, but it is irritating. 

Time filters alone remain to be discussed. An extremely simple 

example of such a filter has been described and was shown°in Figure 10. 

32 
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Unfortunately, this filter requires for its action that a noise impulse 

be of greater amplitude than the signal, and it acts only as long as 

this condition prevails. It does not in any way lower the consequent 

distortion. Furthermore, the hole that it punches in the signal is 

itself a low-level impulse. While this impulse is of lower amplitude 

than an impulse resulting from a gate operating in the RF or IF stages 

of a radio tuner, the impulse is of unnecessary amplitude. 

Any time filter or gate that is operated by the total impulse-

amplitude for the period of the impulse only will have the characteris

ti.cs of .the circuit discussed above. Some other characteristics of impulse 

noise not possessed by the signal must be used to trigger the gate if im

proved operation is to be achieved. One such characteristic is the high

frequency component of an impulse. As has been noted, the signals obtained 

from records or from superheterodyne tuners contain no frequencies above 

20 kc, while impulse noises do. The high-frequency components of a 

noise impulse may be used to trigger a gate which is sensitive to the 

amplitud~ of these frequency components. Since the duration of impulse 

noises is generally less than one millisecond and since the ear is 

insensitive to silences of this duration, a gating period of one milli

second should eliminate the noise with little, if any, aural effect. 

Such a gating .circuit has been patented by Mr. D. T .• N. Williamson. 

(18)., The patent gives only a block diagram of the circuit with two em

bodiments of the gating .circuit itself. For reasons which are unknown 

to this author but which are probably economic in nature, the circuits 

covered by this patent have not been incorporated in any conunercial unit, 

not has anything been published :in reference t,o it. Mr. Williamson has 

stated that he knows of no other work being done or in progre.ss in re-



spect to this. (28). The circuit to be presented here is an ~mbodiment of 

Mr,. Williamson's block .diagram with an improved lower noise and lower 

distortion gating .circuit. 

A block diagram of the noise supptessor is shown in Figure :tl:J..' ~ It 

consists of delay and gate circuits in the main audio channel. In the 

control channel the signal is fed through a high~pass filter and ampli-

fiers to the gate-control pulse generator. High-frequency im,pulses 

trigger this generator. The generator in .turn operates the gate which 

momentarily blocks the signal from passage through the system. 

- -- -- Delay Qate 

j 

Gate 
- High. 

:~ 
Ampli- ~ Control 

'--- Pass fie rs Pulse 
Filter Jenerator 

Figure : t4,·· 

Block Diagram of an Impulse Noise Filter in the Time Domain 

A gate circuit described in Mr. Williamson's patent is shown in 
• 

Figure 15.. The aud.io signal is introduced on the grid of V1 and is ampli-

fied by that tube. The gate-control pulse generator provides a negative-

going square wave at the suppressor grid of V1 through C10 This cuts 

the tube off and prevents the passage of the impulse through the circuit. 

Were this the entire extent of the ~ate, the positive gate pedestal, 

which is produced by the plate of v1 rising to the supply voltage when 

the tube is cut, ~ff, would be greater than the original noise,. There-



fore, V2 is added tb 

on the potentiometer 

the circuit '.\:\~d the output is taken 
·, !!·ii 

R3 between t1Jif- plates of Vi and V2• 
·l·'ii 
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from the tap 

v2 is held 

cutoff by a negative voltage on it$ suppressor grid. A positive gating 

' 

p;ttlse is introduced at this grid through c2 simultaneously with the appli• 

cation of the negative pulse to the suppressor grid of v1 . When the 

plate voltage of v1 rises, that of V2 falls, and at some point on Ry 

the d""c potential remains constant through the s'tvitching operation. 

t-. I 

Figure 15 

Pentode Antinoise Gate 

Operation i,s relatively sensitive to changes in the values of the 

circuit parameter
1
s ~ and frequent adjustment of R3 may be necessary. This 

is a minor fault; Of greater importance is the fact that a gate pedestal 

is produced even when R3 is perfectly adjusted. As in the Gerlach cir-

cuit, the hole punched in the signal is equivalent to a noise pulse 
I 

which is the negative of that portion of the signal which is removed by 

the gate. In case of a one-millisecond gating period, this pulse consists 

of a 1000 cps fundamental with a harmonic spectrum which is dependent upon 

the amplitude and waveform of the signal during the gating period, 



It is possible to considerably reduce this pedestal. An extremely 

simple method is to u,se th1:a diode circuit of Figure .. :16. In normal oper-

ation, positive portions of the signal are passed by the diode, D2 , and 

negative portion$ are passed by D3. During the gating period, a 

negative square voltage-pulse is injected at the junction of R40 and D2 

and a positive square voltage-pulse is injected at the junction of R41 

These square waves are of greater amplitude than any audio signal 
I 

encountered, and thu.s cut both diodes off for the gating period. l\o and 

R41 are of equal resistance and are large .Etnough not to overload the gate 

control pulse generator. The time constant of these resistors and C31 

is made sufficiently short to pass the highest audio frequencies desired., 

R42 must then be made large enough so that .:t;he~ time constant Qf .. ·it;'..·:; 

and C31 is long :enough so that the voltage on c31 remains constant .through

out the g~ting period. Thus, the pedestal produced is of much lower 

amplitude than was the case with the previously described circuit. 

This may be clearly seen from Figure ~.17::: which shows comparisons between 

waveforms passing through the two gates and between the pedestals produced. 

1 t ~R42 E 

C311 
0 

Ei 
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Figure ,:16:: 

Diode Antinoise Gate 
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This embodiment of the gating circuit also has a drawback. The 

diodes, when conducting, are operating on the lowe~t part of their 

transfer curves. This is the area of maximum nonlinearity, and the out-

put is somewhat distorted. This distortion may be quite small if the 

seri.es resistors R4o and R41 are of much greater resistance than the diode 

forward-resistance, and if the .applied signal voltage is large. The design 

considerati,ons bearing on the relative values of R40, R4r, R42 and c32 

require that the resistance of R40 and R41 be retatively low. 

The same principle of diode operation may be used and distortion 
I 

avoided by forto?ard biasing the diodes as in Figure 18. This is the cir-

cuit used in.the final supp;essor design. The design requirements ~on-

cerning the relative values pf R40 , R41, R42 and c32 are the same as 

they were for the unbiased qiode circuit discussed above. 

Figure 18 

forwa,;d Biased Diode Antinoise Gate 

Audio 
In 
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Bias is provided by placing the gate circuit between the plates of 

the two triodes Vs and v9• These tubes are operated as overdriven ampli

fiers. ve is normally bVased far below cutoff by applying a negative 

voltage to its grid through the lar~e resistor R34. The grid of v9 is 

connected to the supply voltage through the very large resistor R33 • 

R33 is so much larger than the cathode-to-grid resistance of the tube 

that practically all the voltage is dropped across R33 , and the grid of 

V9 is normally very slightly positive. With VS cut off, the total series 

resistance of R36, R37 and R39 in parallel with R33 forms the plate load 

on V90 Part of the plate current of V9 therefore flows as bias current 

through the diodes. 

R37 and R39 are of equal resistance, as are R33 and ~ 6• V5 is driven 

by a large positive-going square wave. The grid-limiting resistor· 

R35 . allows the grid of Vs to go only slightly positive. The negative 

square wave output from the plate of VS is coupled through c29 to the 

grid of V9, and cuts that tube off for the gating period~ Thus, the 

voltages that normally exist at the plates of Vs and v9 are interchanged 

for the duration of the gating periodo The diodes are reversed biased 

and cut off for this period. 

R4o and R41 are small in relation .to R33 , R36, R37 and R39, but are 

large enough so that the reverse bias applied to n2 and n3 is greater 

than any audio signal fed to the gaj:e. The audio signal could be fed in 

through just one of the resistors R40 and R41' but if it were, the entire 

gating pulse would be fed back into the preceding audio circuitry. The 

transient at the trailing edge of the gate pulse would then re-trigger 

the gate-control pulse generator. The result would be oscillation. With 

both resistors in the circuit, the opposing square waves produced in the 
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gate cancel one,another at the junction of the resistors, and the d-c 

potential remains constant at this point. 

The gate-control pulse generator is the d-c coupled gate of Figure 

19. This is a monostable version of the familiar plate-coupled multi-

vibrator. V6 is normally biased beyond cutoff by supplying its grid with 

a negative voltage from the voltage divider formed by R27, R29 and 

R31.. V7 is normally conducting heavily due to the positive voltage 

supplied to its grid through R30 .. A positive pulse at the grid of V6 

causes it to conduct. Its plate voltage drops and this negatively going 

pulse is applied to the grid of V7 through c26. The plate voltage of v7 

rises and, as' it is coupled to the grid of v6 , this rising voltage aug .. 

ments the positive tdgger to V6 .. This action continues until V6 is con-

ducting heavily and v7 is cut off. When c26 has charges through R30 to 

the cutoff voltage of v7, v7 once more conducts. Its plate and the grid 

of V6 go negative and the plate o!f V6 goes positive. This positive-going 

voltage is fed through C26 to the grid of v7• This action progresses 

cumulatively around the loop until the stable condition is reached. 

r----------------..----------,.-B+ 

Figure 19 

D-C Coupled Gate 
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The capacitor c25 , which might appear to be unnecessary at first 

glance, serves to decrease the switching time. The interelectrode capa-

citances of V6 form a total capacitance in parallel with R27• This 

capacitance tends to hold the voltage across R27 (and therefore, the grid 

voltage of V6), const.ant as the plate voltage of V7 changes. If the 

ratio of c25 to this interelectrode capacitance is made the same as the 

ratio of R27 to ~ 9, the change of the plate voltage of v7 is innnediate

ly felt on the grid of V6• The diode n1 allows only positive triggers 

to pfl:ss·. to'"\the grid of v6 so that any negatively going waveform follow

ing a positive trigger cannot interrupt the multivibrator action. ~6 

is a grid current-limiting resistor and prevents grid current from charg-

ing C21 .. C24 speeds the triggering of V6 in much the same way as c25 • 

The time duration of the pulse output from the circuit is given by 

T = ( 5) 

where Ebb is the supply voltage 

Eb6 is the plate voltage of V6 when that tube is conducting 

Eo7 is the cutoff voltage of v7 (10). 

It may be seen that if the various voltages remain constant, the pulse 

width is controlled·by C26R30• The gating period may therefore be set 

for the minimum time consistant with the type of noise to be gated by 

making R30 variable. 

It might seem that the gate circuit may well have been placed 

between the plates of the multivibrator tubes without adding the two 

overdriven amplifiers to the circuit. There are se~eral reasons for 

not doing this. The gate circuit requires fast, simultaneous, equal 
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and opposite square waveso The outputs from the plates of the multivi

brator are not exactly equal, nor are they simultaneous. c26 loads V6, 

and causes some rounding of the leading .edge of its output pulseu When 

the circuit switches back to the stable condition, c26 charges in the 

opposite direction through the cathode-to-grid resistance of v7~ This 

causes a negative pip to appear at the trailing edge of the output pulse 

of v7• At the leading edge of the pulse, v7 is being driven by and foll

ows V6, and at the trailing edge the opposite condition prevails. Thus, 

the output pulse from v7 is very slightly shorter than the output pulse 

from V6• 

The overdriven amplifiers need only one-seventh of the multivibrator 

output to be driven from cutoff to zero bias, and so their switching time 

is much less. Furthermore, if one of the overdriven amplifiers acts 

more quickly than the other, its action may be slowed by capacitively 

bypassing its plate-load resistoro 

In order that the noise-suppressor may operate correctly when placed 

in an audio amplifier with inputs from various sources, it is necessary 

that the high-pass filter have a cutoff frequency higher than the 

highest signal frequency obtained from any of the inputs. As has been 

noted, AM broadcast stations seldom use modulating frequencies in excess 

of 7 kc. However, there is often a 10 kc output from an AM tuner 

which results from crossmodulation of the carrier frequencies of trans

mitters adjacent to one another inthe broadcast-frequency spectrum. 

Spectrum analysis of recordings of various mu~ical selections shows 

that the energy in the one-third octave centered at 12 kc may occasionally 

be as great as that in any one-third oct~ve centered at any lower frequen

cy, and that apprecia.~le energy may be present up to 17 kc. ( 29)., 



It seems, therefore, that signal frequencies in excess of 20 kc will 

only very rarely be encountered, so 20 kc was selected as the filter 

cutoff frequency. Attenuation below the cutoff frequency should be as 

rapid as possible in order that the signal may not trigger the gate. 

The requisite rate and degree of attenuation can be achieved by the use 

of an LC filter. While the design of such a filter presents no difficult 

probl~ms, the construction of high Q inductors to the design specifications 

and acquisition of capacitors within close tolerance of the design values 

is difficult and time-consuming. Were this circuit to be produced in 

numbers, it would be profitable to overcome these difficulties. For a 

single trial circuit, it was felt to be more efficient to build an 

active RC filter using feedback to achieve the desired rate and degree 

of attenuation, while at the same time giving the amplification required 

to trigger the gate-control pulse generator. 

Any desired rate of attenuation may be obtained by using a sufficient

ly long array or ladder of simple RC sections, provided that each secti.on 

is of much higher impedence than its predecessor, or that the sections 

are isolated so not to load one another. Unfortunately, the ultimate 

rate of attenuation is approached slowly, and there is a three db loss 

at the turnover frequency for each 6 db per octave of ultimate attenua

tion. A greater rate of attenuation involving the use of fewer 

components is possible using the parallel T RC network of Figure 20. 

With the relative values shown, this circuit gives infinite attenuation 

at mo= 1/RC and 6 db attenuation at o.4ruo and wo/0.4. (30). 

If several simple RC sections, each having a turnover frequency of 

18 kc, are cascaded with two parallel T networks tuned to 17 kc and 12 kc 

respectively, the RC sections give a high attenuation at low frequencies, 
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and the parallel T network provides the required rapid attenuation just 

below 20 kc. There is a rather slow rolloff with the considerable loss 

of 26 db at 20 kc with such a circuit. This may be eliminated by the 

use of some circuit with a peaked response at 20 kc. Any of several RC 

oscillator circuits operating just short of oscillation will provide 

such a response. The phase-shift oscillator of Figure 21 is such a 

circuito It may be shown that this circuit will oscillate at the 

angular frequency ruo = -!6/RC, provided that the amplifier gain is 

-29 and that the amplifier-plate resistance is of a much lower value than 

the individual resistors of the phase-shift network. (25)., 

R R 

t 

R R R 

Figure 20 Figure 21 

Parallel T Filter Phase Shift Oscillator 

The phase-shifting network shown uses series resistors and sl:mnt 

capacitors rather than the reverse combination usually employed. This 

configuration has two advantages. First, the circuit usually employed 

oscillates at mo = l/,[6RC, while this configuration oscillates at ru0 = 

-!6/RC. Therefore, for a given frequency, a value of RC six times as 



large may be used. This allows the load resistor of the tube to be 

small in relation to R yet large enough so that the tube gain is high. 

At the same time, C may be large enough so that interwiring capacitances 

are relatively small and may safely be ignoredo Secondly, there is 

little feedback at high frequencies, as the shunt capacitors ground the 

feedback signal. There i.s negative feedback at low frequencieso This 

helps to achieve the desired filter-transfer characteristic of high 

relative gain above 20 kc. 

The circuit ceases oscillation when the loop gain around the loop 

from the tube grid through the tube and feedback network back to the 

grid is reduced below one at the frequency at which there is 180° phase

shift around the loop. The circuit then acts as an amplifier with a 

response that is peaked at mo. This is done by taking the feedback 

from a voltage divider which is connected across the output of the phase 

shifting feedback network. 

Due to the loading effects of one circuit upon another, these sev

eral RC circuits cannot be merely cascaded in any order and the result

ant circuit then be expected to have a transfer function equal to the 

product of their individual transfer functions. For example, the parall

el T network presents a load of R/2 at resonance and, as the frequency 

increases above resonance, the input impedance decreases approaching R/4. 

Loading the T decreases transmission on both sides of resonance, though 

the decrease will be less than one db if the load exceeds 6R. (30). Thus, 

the equivalent Q of the parallel T network is decreased unless it is 

driven from a low-impedance source and loaded by a high impedance. 

The gate-control multivibrator requires a trigger of approximately 

ten volts to in.sure positive triggering. Using a damaged record and a 
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phonograph pickup with a peak output of approximately 0.15 volts on high 
,, 

intensity passages~ it was found that a circuit-gain slightly in excess 

of 80 db at the frequencies above 20 kc was necessary in order to secure 

this triggering voltage. Considering this along with the impedance-

matching problems, the circuitry of the first five tubes of Figure 22 

was arrived at for the active filter and amplifier. This figure shows 

the final design of the noise-suppression ~ircuit. 
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TABLE I 

COMPONENT VALUES FOR FIGURE 22 

Resistors (All resistors! w, 
Rl, 2 

10% unless otherwise 
lOOK ohm 1% R22 

specifiedo) 

R3, 14, 15 
R4 
R5 

50K ohm 1% R23 
47K ohm R25 
90K ohm R26 

R6, 11, 18, 21, 24 
R7 

lOOK ohm R27, 34, 35 
220K ohm R28, 31 

R8 5.6K ohm R29 
R9, 17 470K ohm R30 
RlO 2,.2K ohm R32 
Rl2, 13 lOOK ohm pot.R33, 36 
Rl6 25K ohm R37, 39 
Rl9 ·50K ohm .. R42 
R20, 4o, 41 lK ohm 

Capacitors (All 
Cl, 2 

capacitors 600 v, 20% unless otherwise 

c3 
c4 
c5 
c6 
c7, 8, 11, 
c9, 10, 28 
Cl2, 13 
014 
Cl 7, 19 

Germanium Diode 
Dl 

Tubes 
D2, 3 
Vl, 2 

15, 

v3, 4, 5, 8, 9 
v6, 7 

16 

100µµ.fd 5% mica 
200µµfd 5% mica 
330µµfd 5% mica 

.OOlµfd 
2590µ.fd mica 

.Olµfd 
47oµµfd 
l30µµfd 5% mica 
250µµfd 5% mica 

75µµfd 5% mica 

6AL5 
12AX7 
12AT7 
12AU7 

48 

C18 
C20, 21 
022 
C24 
025 
c26 
C27, 31 
c29 
:932 
c33 

68K ohm 
820K ohm 

56K ohm 
180K ohm 

lM ohm 
lOK ohm, 

690K ohm 
18M ohm 

8M ohm 

2 w. 

25K ohm, 2 w. 
33K ohm, 1% 

2M ohm 

specified.) 
10µ:fd ·: electrolytic 

.oo47µfd 
16µfd electrolytic 
56µµfd mica 
47µµfd mica 
13µµfd mica 

.25µfd 
.5µfd 

3600µ.µfd 
llOµµfd 



CHA,PTER V 

RESULTS ANp RECOMMENDATIONS 

Any time that an impulse noise occurs, the input filter and amplifiers 

are required to dErliver to the multivibrator a trigger at least ten volts 

in amplitude at a frequency e,cceeding 20 kc. At the same time, the signal 

to be transmitted should never be allowed to reach the multivibrator at 

this amplitude. It was assu~ed that the peak signal from any source that 

would feed the circuit would be no less than 0.15 volts. Any signal of 

higher amplitude may be attenuated to this level before being fed to the 

circuit. A gain of 30 db is therefore allowable for signal frequencies 

without their reaching a triggering amplitude. It was found that an 

additional gain of 40 db at frequencies exceeding 20 kc would insure the 

neces~ary trigger to the multivibrator. 

The frequency-response curve of Figure 2/j is tJ\hat of the active fil

ter and amplifier. It may be noted that the relative low frequency atten

uation required is obtained between 2~ kc and 17.5 kc •. The rate of 

attenuation between these frequencies approximates 150 db per octave. 

The response at 23 kc could have been increased by 10 db by tuning the 

phase-shift oscillator circuit closer to self-oscillation. However, 

such an increase in the Q~ of this circuit only produces a sharp peak at 

23 kc and decreases the gain at higher frequencies. Furthermore, this 

brings the circuit so close to self.-oscillation that evecy time the 

circuit is shock-excited it produces a long-decaying osciititory wave-
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form, and that the small background noise from the record surfaces and 

circuit components keeps triggering the circuit into low-amplitude oscill-

·ation .. 

Certain difficulties were encountered with this circuit. It was 

found that .when a single tube was used and the plate-load resist.ance 

and phase-shift network impedance .were made large enough so that the 
~· . 

tube gain approached -29, the impedance of the driving source was low 

enough to overload the phase shift network. Therefore, insufficient 

voltage was fed back to obtain the required response from the circuit. 

Two tubes were threfore used with the feedback being taken to the cath-

ode of the first tube. The cathode resistor of this tube was bypassed 

by a small capacitance, as were all the cathode resistors, to increase 

the gain above 20 kc. This capacitance and the coupling, interelectrode 

and load capacitances introduced sufficient phase-shift into the circuit, 

so that only two RC combinations were required in the phase-shift net-

work instead of the three normally used. 

There ts a 0.5 percent change in the null frequency of a parallel 

T network for each 1.,0 percent change in a component value. (39}. Pre-

cision capacitors were not used in these networks. Further detuning was 

caused by the partially capacitive loads placed upon them. Therefore, 

the parallel T null points fall at 12.5 kc and 17.6 kc respectively 

rather than at the design frequencies of 12 kc and 17 kc. 

It was noted in reference to the gate design that simultaneous, 

equal and opposite square waves are required for the proper operation 

of the gate. If one of the square waves arrives at the gate earlier than 

the other, the capacitor C32 charges in the direction of the earlier 

square wave until the other square wave arrives. c32 holds that 
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charge for the duration of the gating peripd. The voltage output due to 

this is, in effect, a gating pedestal which may be of great amplitude~ 

This problem was easily solved by slowing the operation of the amplifi-

er which provides the earlier square wave. VS drives V9, and so V9, which 

is OVfrdriven by only a small part of Vs' s output, provides the fastest

rising square wave. Therefore, the plate of V9 was bypassed by the cap

acitor C33 in order that its swit~hing action might be slowed. Since 

the plate voltage of VS starts to drop before that of V9 starts to rise, 

there is a slight drop in the voltage of the gate output at the start 

of the gating period. This counter acted ~hen the plate waveform 

of V9 catches up with that of vs. 
If one of the square waves ends or even starts to drop before the 

other, there will be a high-amplitude pulse at the output of the gate. 

This pulse is somewhat longer in duration than the time difference be

tween ending of the two .square waves, due to the discharge time of C32-

No way was found to time the square waves so as to eliminate this pulse. 

The problem was made more acute by the fact that the plate-bypass capa

citor c33 used to slow the rise time of the positive-square wavefor~ 

from the plate of v9 also acts to delay the end of this waveform. The 

final circuit produces a pulse of 2.5 volts in amplitude and 50 micro

seconds in duration. 

Figure 24 is a representation of the output of the gate when trigg

ered with no signal passing .through it. The two impulses mentioned 

above may be seen in ~ddition to a third departure from a noiseless output. 

This i.s a Oo2 volt dip following the gating period. This negative voltage 

pip decays. logarithirnically with a time constant of 15 milliseconds. The 

exact origin of this is unknown, though it is evidently due to the dis-
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charge of some capacitance which charged during the gating period. 

Every effort was made to eliminate this dip. It was. greatly accentuated 

when the output of V6 of the multivibrator was used to drive v9• Due to 

the relatively slow switchi.ng of the multivibrator, all the gate noises 

were increased when this was don.e. After several minor circuit variations 

were attempted, limiting diodes were introduced at the plates of Vs and 

V9c These were connected to regulated voltages of 1?0 volts and 255 

volts obtained from t::he plates of a series of two VR tubes. Unfortunately, 

it was di.scovered that VR tubes are relatively show-acting and are entirely 

unsuitable for filtering short-duration, fast changes of current. An 

attempt to filter the high-frequency changes of current occuring during 

the switching action by placing a capacitor across the VR tubes merely 

resulted in the VR tubes oscillating on and off. 

0.2 
i---.Sm sec.---t>aa:>-i~ 15 _I 

I ms:1 
50 µ sec., 

Figure 24 

Noise Voltage Output Produced by the Gate 



Excluding these three exception~, the gate operates as it is supposed 

to. Impulse noise with the relative:ly low fundamental frequency of 

2,000 cps is gated out. The three '.o/oises produced by the gate evidence 

themselves as an audio sound of low~r amplitude and of higher frequency 

than the gated noise. 

Intermodulation-distortion measurements using a Heath Audio Analyzer 

showed no distortion above the residual readings of the meter for any 

input voltage from 0.3 volts to 10 volts. Of course, when the gate op

erates, there is a considerable amount of distortion introduced during 

the gating period, but this is impulsive and unmeasureable. It is of 

short duration and preferable to the noise which is eliminated. 

While the circuit as described and constructed does not operate 

perfectly, it does fulfil its intent. It shows that impulse noise 

may be time filtered and that the gating pedestal produced can be of 

considerably lower amplitude than the noise it replaces, even though 

that noise is of no greater amplitude than the signal. 

Certain improvements are pos~i.ble which were not incorporated in 

this circuit. 

(1) Faster and more synchronous square waves at the gate would improve 

operation. This may require the use of diode limiters at the plates of 

the gate drive tubes, Vg and V9. These diodes would have to be biased 

from a regulated power supply which would provide effective regulation 

with rapid changes of loado 

(2) The circuit may be considerably simplified by the use of an LC fil

ter and pentode amplifiers. 

(3) The triggering output of the amplifier ~hich drives the multifibra

tor is a waveform composed of several oscillations~ These may start with 
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either a positive or negative polarity, depending upon the direction 

from which the original noise starts. Gate operation on some impulses 

would, the.refore, be faster if some method of triggering the multi~ibra

were incorporated which would trigger the multi.vibrator on negative

going as well as positive-going pulses. 

(4) Some further reduction of the noise due to the gating pedestal 

may be achi.eved by dividing the signal channel into high and low-

frequency channels before the gate. The low-frequency channel would 

carry the frequencies below the lowest fundamental frequency of the noise, 

and the remainder of the signal frequency spectrum would be transmitted by · 

the high-frequency channel. Only the high-frequency channel need then be 

gated, and there wou'~d be no gating pedestal as such. 
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